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Since the 2004 Annual Report to the Riverside Division, the Committee on Courses has approved a total of 221 new courses (182 undergraduate, 37 graduate, and 2 professional). It has approved changes in 286 courses (204 undergraduate, 68 graduate and 14 professional); deletions of 184 courses (103 undergraduate, 72 graduate, and 9 professional); 13 undergraduate course restorations; and seven extension courses. Seventy-five associate-in requests were approved.

Effective from the start of Fall 01 we introduced a single course deadline for all courses for the following academic year. This simplified the existing system with the aim of making it easier for departments, the courses office and this committee to process course requests. However, with the substantial increase in workload (~50%) over previous years, we are considering revisiting this because multiple deadlines may help distribute the workload more evenly.

The Committee invited Representatives from the Registrar's Office (E. Bennett, Registrar), Courses Coordinator (C. Schillreff), Catalog Editor (J. Boyer), Articulation Officer (T. LaBrenz), and University Library (V. Bloom) to attend our meetings. The Committee wishes to express its appreciation for the information and assistance they provided.
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